Mitch on the Markets
Money Managers Are Raising Cash,
Should You?
Don’t Follow the Herd
By Mitch Zacks
\ Portfolio Manager

A recent study by Bank of America
revealed that money managers have
increased cash levels in portfolios to fairly
dramatic levels (on a relative basis).
According to the research, cash balances
rose from 5.5% of assets under
management (AUM) to 5.8% in October.
Managers cited uncertainties over the
election outcome and fears of a bond crisis
as their main areas of concern. Whatever
their motivations, this marks the highest
level of cash held in portfolios since 9/11
and the weeks following the Brexit vote.

An investor may not have a good first
reaction to a story about raising cash in
portfolios – especially when it’s compared
to ‘levels not seen since 9/11.’ But, this is a
classic example of a spooky-sounding data
point/news headline that tempts investors
to react defensively or to follow the herd.
In many cases, investors should do just the
opposite.
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We think this is one of those cases. First,
it’s important to look at the historical data
that’s right in front of us. The research
says that cash balances haven’t been this
high since 9/11 or the Brexit. So how did
the stock market react to those two
events? It went up! Indeed, in the three
months following 9/11 and the Brexit
referendum, the S&P 500 rose by +4.1%
and +2.4%, respectively. There was still
more bear market left in 2002 following
the 9/11 attacks, but managers weren’t
raising cash because they knew more bear
market was ahead. They were raising cash
out of fear that 9/11 would immediately
send the market tumbling. It didn’t.
The same applies to the Brexit. Money
managers were selling stock to raise cash
shortly after the referendum because the
result shocked the world. Many believed
that Europe and Britain’s futures were in
serious danger. We wrote at the time that
we believed Britain would take a hit, but
that nothing would be determined until
Article 50 was invoked – which could take
months, even years. We cautioned against
a knee-jerk reaction to the news as a
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result, and the stock market has actually
climbed steadily since the vote. Raising
cash was not the right call.

Consumers are Spending Less of Their
Incomes on Debt

Plenty of Cash to Go Around

In our view, managers raising cash in
portfolios just means there is more
available to eventually flow back into
stocks. Individual investors are flush, too.
Blackrock estimates that investors have
up to $70 trillion in cash on the sidelines,
with $10 trillion of it earning zero or
negative real returns. In Q3, the best
performing areas of the market were
cyclicals like Materials, Technology, and
Industrials. Small cap also outperformed
large cap, and foreign outperformed U.S.,
with notably strong performance in
Emerging Markets. This rotation signifies
that investors felt comfortable moving
further out onto the risk curve, a
continuation of which could mean more
cash getting put to work – a boon for
stocks.

Another useful metric for gauging how
well-situated retail investors are for
making investments in the stock market is
looking at how much of their discretionary
income goes toward paying off debt. By
that measure, investors are better off
today than at any time in the last 30 years.
Incomes have been rising slowly, but the
ability to refinance debt to lower rates has
meant spending less on interest payments
and having more free cash to spend
elsewhere. A healthy consumer is good for
the economy and stocks.
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Do You Have Cash on the Sidelines? It
May be Time to Put it to Work
If you have cash in your portfolio that you
are unsure how to allocate, you can work
with one of our Wealth Management
Advisors to generate some ideas for what
might work for you. We believe the stock
market has more upside from here and
that the economy will continue to grow –
albeit at a modest pace. But we believe
there are still good opportunities in this
market, and we would be happy to discuss
them with you. If you would like to talk
with one of our Wealth Management
Advisors to learn more, contact us at 1800-245-2934.
-Mitch
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Disclosure:
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Inherent in any
investment is the potential for loss.

Zacks Investment Management, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Zacks Investment Research. Zacks Investment Management is an
independent Registered Investment Advisory firm and acts an
investment manager for individuals and institutions. Zacks
Investment Research is a provider of earnings data and other
financial data to institutions and to individuals.

This communication is for informational purposes only and nothing
herein should be construed as a solicitation, recommendation or an
offer to buy or sell any securities or product, and does not
constitute legal or tax advice. The information contained herein has
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been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but we do not
guarantee accuracy or completeness. Zacks Investment
Management, Inc. is not engaged in rendering legal, tax, accounting
or other professional services. Publication and distribution of this
article is not intended to create, and the information contained
herein does not constitute, an attorney- client relationship. Do not
act or rely upon the information and advice given in this publication
without seeking the services of competent and professional legal,
tax, or accounting counsel.
The S&P 500 Index is a well known, unmanaged index of the prices
of 500 large-company common stocks, mainly blue-chip stocks,
selected by Standard & Poor’s. The S&P 500 Index assumes
reinvestment of dividends but does not reflect advisory fees. An
investor cannot invest directly in an index. The volatility of the
benchmark may be materially different from the individual
performance obtained by a specific investor.
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